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‘‘Exalting belief in our Father, the Most High efei (YaHUAH), through His Turah, the 

5 scrolls of M'shih (Moses).’’ 
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            Before Barack Obama was elected president, we blogged several months 

beforehand that there was a certain symbol placed on his podium and used throughout his 

campaigning. That was the symbol of the rising sun, with 3 lines underneath, symbolizing 

the rising Sun-Trinity. Of course, this is the symbol of Catholicism. So we knew about 

this, and he was indeed elected president. But regardless of whether people will believe 

that there is a worldwide government conspiracy against the Most High, the fact is that 

the signs are there for those who wish to know this great truth. The G20 summit which 

took place recently in London confirms this. Leaders from all over the world came 

together to discuss a new world economy and togetherness. Gordon Brown stated that 

what they have accomplished is “international accounting standards,” injecting funds into 

countries’ economies to save jobs and revive the world economic state. It is called the 

“International Monetary Fund.” He stated that there is “being established” a “NEW 

WORLD BANK PROGRAM.” He stated that “the New World Order is emerging” with a 

“new and progressive era of international co-operation.” Folks, you can read this stuff in 

your own news if you know where to look. Such measures will surely be looked upon by 

most people as being a righteous Saviour-system. Are you ready folks? The symbol used 

at the G20 summit is that of the sun rising above the world. The worship and bowing to 

the New World Order way of life and system is what has been planned all along.  

            More than ever, we need to be a people of prayer. We need to rightly understand 

who the Almighty is, in accordance with the Turah (Scripture). We need to rightly 

understand as much Scripture as possible, and apply as much of it literally and spiritually 

to our lives as possible. Let us look at independent farming, gardening, self-sustaining 

natural homes like log homes, etc. Let us think of building Scriptural communities that 

witness to the world. We realize these are big things to think about, but if we do not think 

of them, then how will these types of things be accomplished? We wish that other 

Scriptural writers and workers would be thinking in these ways and work together in a 

true understanding and application of Scripture. Yet the majority of websites are focused 

upon a single subject, such as the Trinity or the calendar. But do we know their lifestyles? 

Are they truly returning to a lifestyle that is in tune with ancient Scripture and rebukes the 

abominations of the “system” that has overtaken our world? Are they working together to 

be a witness to the world and build Scriptural communities?  

            Unfortunately, we have not found others who are willing to unite on these 

matters, excepting for those who live far from us. We have not found others who are 

willing to work on a long term plan towards such efforts. And yet this is the age in which 

people need a haven to come and learn Scripture and become self-sustaining in a natural 

and Scriptural way of life. But we won’t find that in the cities, where one home is 

crammed less than two meters from the next, where neighbours do not know each other, 

where it is a fight to survive from one month to the next. And so we continue to pray. We 

long for the deliverance of YaH from this “system,” and from the gentile oppression that 

ridicules Scriptural lifestyle. May His deliverance be soon. And may the world awaken to 

the reality of the Almighty and His physical presence on erets (the ground).  

YaH Khey (YaH lives),  

Sha’ul and Alish'bai.      

 


